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Abstract. In this paper we study the Cauchy problem for a p-Laplacian type of
evolution system H( + V x [|V x H|P~2V x H] = F. This system governs the evolution
of a magnetic field H, where the displacement currently is neglected and the electrical
resistivity is assumed to be some power of the current density. The existence, uniqueness,
and regularity of solutions to the system are established. Furthermore, it is shown
that the limit solution as the power p —> oo solves the problem of Bean's model in the
type-II superconductivity theory. The result provides us information about how the
superconductor material under the external force becomes the normal conductor and
vice versa. It also provides an effective method for finding numerical solutions to Bean's
model.

1. Introduction. In this paper we shall study the following degenerate evolution
system:

Hf+Vx [|V x H|P_2V x H] = F, (x,t)eQT, (1.1)

V • H = 0, (ar,t)eQr, (1-2)
H(x, 0) = H0(a;), x e i?3, (1.3)

where Qr = R3 x (0, T] for some T > 0 and p > 2. Here a bold letter represents a vector
in R3.

The system (1.1) is derived from Maxwell's system where the current displacement is
neglected since it is small in comparison with eddy currents (see Landau and Lifschitz
[12]). The vector H represents the magnetic field. The electrical resistivity is assumed
to be equal to some power of the current density. The motivation for our investigation
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of (1.1)—(1.3) is twofold. On the one hand, the system (1.1) is a natural generalization
of the scalar ju-Laplacian which has been studied by many authors (see DiBenedetto
[6] and the references therein). More recently, the limit solution of the p-Laplacian
equation as p —» oo is used to describe the fast-slow diffusion model and the sandpile
collapsing phenomenon (see Arronson, Evans, and Wu [1]; Evans and Gangbo [9]; Evans,
Feldman, and Gariepy [8] and the references therein). On the other hand, it will be seen
that the limit solution to the system (1.1)—(1.3) solves the problem of Bean's critical-
state model for a type-11 superconductor (see Bean [3]). In Bean's model, the current
density is assumed to be always less than or equal to a critical current, denoted by
Jc. The superconductive region is characterized by the current density J = |V x H|.
When the current density is strictly less than the critical number Jc, then there is no
resistance for the movement of electrons (the superconductivity is achieved) while the
normal conductor region is the one where | J\ = Jc. When a magnetic field is under the
influence of an external force, a normal conductor material will become a superconductor
one or vice versa. The motion of the interface is driven by the external force. Recently,
Prigozhin in [14] reformulated the problem to a variational inequality and established the
existence of a unique weak solution to the variational inequality if the space dimension
is equal to two. Some numerical issues are discussed in [2] (also see a more recent paper
[15]). Surprisingly, we show that the weak solution defined in [14] can be obtained
as the limit of the solution to the system (1.1) as p —> +oo. Here we assume that
Bean's critical number Jc = 1 without loss of generality. Our argument is entirely
different from that of [14], From the physical point of view, for large p the electric
resistivity is small in the region SE = {{x,t) : |V x H| < 1 — e} while it is very large in
{(x,t) : |V x H| > 1 + e}. Thus, the resistivity in Se becomes smaller and smaller as
p increases, and S£ becomes the superconductor region as e —* 0 (no resistivity). The
region {(x, t) : 1 — e < |V x H| < 1 + e) plays as the intermediate zone and the limit of
the zone as e —> 0 becomes the interface between the normal and superconductor regions.

Unlike the scalar p-Laplacian equation there is not much work being done about the
degenerate system (1.1) as well as its limit problem. Recently, the regularity of weak
solutions to a linear system analogy to (1.1) was studied in [17]. In this paper we shall
first prove the existence of a weak solution to the system (1.1)—(1.3). Then we study the
limit solution as p —> oo and prove that the limit solution solves a variational inequality
([14]). Many techniques are adopted from the scalar p-Laplacian case ([8]). To study the
regularity and understand the profile of the limit solution, we consider the magnetic field
H to be plane waves. Then it is rather surprising to see that the current density satisfies
a porous medium equation. The limit problem for (1.1)—(1.3) becomes the mesa problem
(see Caffarelli and Friedman [5]) for the density equation. This allows us to analyze the
structure of the solution to the limit problem.

The paper is organized as follows. In §2, by using a standard variational method we
show that there exists a unique weak solution to the system (1.1)—(1.3). Then we prove
that the current density satisfies a porous-medium type equation when the magnetic
field is assumed to be plane waves. For this special case, further regularity of the weak
solution is obtained. In §3, we prove that the solution of (1.1)—(1.3) has a unique limit
as p goes to infinity. Moreover, the limit solution solves a variational inequality. In §4,
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we study the mesa problem with an inhomogeneous term. Similar results to the paper
[5] are obtained. In §5, we use the results obtained in §4 to study the structure of the
limit solution of (1.1)—(1.3).

2. Existence, uniqueness and regularity for fixed p > 2. Let p > 2. Define

Bd{R3) = {G(a:) € Wl'p(R3) : V • G = 0, a.e. x e R3}.

We shall assume the following conditions on H(l and F.

Assume that H0 e Bd(R3), F e L2(0, T; Bd(R3)). H(2.1)

Definition 2.1. A vector field H £ L2(0, T; Bd(Rl3)) is said to be a weak solution of
the problem (1.1)—(1.3), if the following integral identity holds:

[ /" [-H ■ #t + |V x H[P~2(V x H) ■ (V x $)}dx dt
Jo Jr3 (2.1)

Ho(x) ■ $(x, 0)](£r
' R3

for all 4?(x,t) e H1(0,T; Bd(R3)) with &(x,T) = 0 on i?3.
First of all, we derive some elementary energy estimates.

L
Lemma 2.1. Under the assumption H(2.1) there exist constants C\ and C2 such that

sup f |H|2dx+ [f |V x H\pdxdt < Ci, (2.2)
[0,T]JR3 J J qt

I [ |H(|2dxdt + - sup [ |V x Yl\pdx < C2, (2.3)
J J Qt P [o,t] Jr.3

where C\ and C2 depend only on known data and the upper bound of T.

Proof. Note that for any vector fields A,B e Bd the following identity holds:

/ A • (V x B)dx = I B ■ (V x A)dx.
J R3 J R3

Taking an inner product to the system (1.1) by H and then using the above identity, we
obtain

sup f |H|2dx+ f f |V x H|pdxdt
[0,T1 J r3 J 0 Jr3

< I |H()| dx + I / F-Hdxdt.
IR3

f |H0|2dx+ f f
Jr3 Jo Jr■

By first using Cauchy's inequality and then using Gronwall's inequality, we have

sup f |H|2dx + f [ |V x H|pdxdt
fo.Tl Jr3 Jo Jr3

<[ |H0|2dx + C [ [
Jr3 Jo Jr

t
\F\2dxdt.

/ r3

To obtain the second estimate, we take the inner product by H, to (1.1). Similar to the
first estimate one can easily derive the second estimate. □
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Theorem 2.2. Under the assumption H(2.1) the problem (1.1)—(1.3) has a unique weak
solution. Moreover,

Ht€L2{QT), H e L°°(0,T; Bd(R3)).

Proof. The proof is based on the standard variational method. For every V £
L2(0, T; R3), define

IrlV] =
' p Ir3 |V x V\pdx, if VeBa 3d,

+oo, otherwise,

for a.e. t £ (0, T]. the system (1.1) can be reformulated by the following variational
inequality:

F-Hte0/p[H], xeR3, for a.e. t £ [0, T], (2.4)

H(z,0)=Ho, (2.5)

where <9/p[H] is the subdifferential of /P[V] at V (see [16]).
It is clear that the operator 7P[V] is coercive and strictly monotonic increasing.

Moreover, the operator Ip maps from L2(0,T; Wl-p(R:3)) to L2(0,T; W~1,p {R3)), where
p' = It follows ([16]) that the evolution problem has a unique weak solution
H £ L2(0, T; Bd). Moreover, by Lemma 2.1, the weak solution H# € L2(Qt) and
V x H e LP(R3) for a.e. t € [0, T]. □

Further regularity of the weak solution seems challenging since there are no local
estimates such as those in [6]. However, we can obtain more regularity when the weak
solution H is assumed to be plane waves.

From now on we shall assume that H depends only oni = (xi, x2) and the component
in the 2-direction is zero, i.e., H(x,t) = {hi (x, t), fi2(x, t), 0}. In this case Qj< = R2 x

(0,71.
To obtain more regularity of the weak solution, we need more regularity for the known

data.

Assume that H0 € C2+a(R2) and F e C2+q(Qt) for some a e (0,1). H(2.2)

Theorem 2.3. Under the assumptions H(2.1)-H(2.2), the weak solution of the problem
(1.1)—(1.3) belongs to L°°(Qt) n C1+c,,i3(Qt) for some a,(3 e (0,1). Moreover, the
solution has compact support for each t E [0, T], if F and H0 have compact support.

Proof. Recall that H = {hi(x,t),h2{x,t),0}. Then it is clear that

VxH=(ft2ll-/ill2)k, (2.6)

where k is the unit vector in the z-direction. It follows that

V x (|V x H|p"2V x H)

= {[|^2xi ^1x2!^ ~(^2xi ^1X2)] X-2 5 [l^2xi ^1x2 1^ (^2xi ^1x2)]xij0}.
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The system (1.1) is equivalent to the following system:

hit + g^-[\h2xi - hix2\p~2(h2xi - hlx2)} = fi(xi,x2,t), (2.7)

h2t - -S~[\h-2Xl - hlx2\p~2(h2xi - hiX2)] = f2(xi,x2,t). (2.8)
OX i

From Theorem 2.2, we know that hi(—oo,x2,t) = 0 for all x2 € R1 and t > 0. Then
from Eq. (1.2), we see that

/Xl h2x2(^,x2 )d£ = -U2x2(xi,x2,t),
-OO

where

/Xl h2(£,x2,t)d£.
4' —oo

It follows that

h\x2 = U2x2x2 and h2xi = U2xixi, (x\,x2, £) £ Qt'

Consequently, Eq. (2.7) becomes
o

^-{-U2t + \AU2\P~2AU2] = /i(xi,x2,t).
OX2

Integrating over (—00,0:2) yields

t/2t - |A[/2|p-2AE/2 = /2*(x,t), (2.9)

where

/X2
fi{x1,^,t)d£,.

-OO

Similarly, we can eliminate h2(x,t) to derive the following equation from (2.8):

Uu - |AC/!r2AE/J = fi(x,y,t), (2.10)

where

Ui(x,t)= f hiix^^t)^,
J — OO

fi(x,t) = -f M£,x2, t)d£.
J — OO

Define

Ui(x,t) = AUi(x,t), gi(x,t) = Af*(x,t), i = 1,2.

Then ui and u2 will satisfy the following system:

uit - Aip(ui) = gi{x,t), (x,t) e Qt, (2.11)
Ui(x,y,0) = uoi(x), xeR2, i = 1,2, (2-12)
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where

/x2 rx 1
hai(xi,€)d£, u02{x) = A /

-OC J — i
h02{£,X2)d£,

' —OC

fX 1

/Xi pX2
f2{Z,X2,t)d£, g2{x,t) = -A fi{xi,£,t)d£,

- OC J — OC

while the function ij; is defined by

V>(s) = |s|p~2s.

By a result of [7] (also see [10]), there exists a unique solution Ui{x,t) G L2(Qt) H
L°°(Qt)- Moreover, the solution is Holder continuous in Qr■ Furthermore, the supp ut
is compact for each t G [0, T\, if gl and u()) have compact support, i = 1,2.

Now for each fixed t G (0, T], we solve the following elliptic problem:

AUi = Uj, x € R2, (2-13)
Lr;(x,t)=0, |a:| —> +oo. (2-14)

By applying the standard elliptic theory [11], we know that the problem (2.13)-(2.14)
admits a unique solution Ui(x, t) G C2+a,0(R2). Now we claim that Ui(x, t) is also Holder
continuous with respect to t. Indeed, for small At we define

= Ui{x,t + At - Uj{x,t)
i ~ \At.\a/2

Then U* solves the following problem:

\At\<*/2 '
U*(x,t) = 0, |x| —» +oo. (2-16)

Since Ui{x,t) is Holder continuous with respect to t, we apply Lp-theory for elliptic
equations to obtain

\\Ui\\w*(BR(o)) < C,

where Br(0) = {x e R2 : \x\ < R} and the constant C depends only on p and the Holder
norm of u, and R, but is independent of At.

By Sobolev's embedding, we know that for every R > 0 there exist constants C(R)
and a G (0,1) such that

\\U:\\c^{Bn{o))<C(R).

A compactness argument yields that Ui(x, t) and UlXj are Holder continuous with respect
to t for each i and j, where i = 1,2 and j = 1,2. It follows that h\(x,t) = —^^U2(x,t)
and h-2(x,t) = Ui(x,t) are Holder continuous with respect to t. Finally, an interpo-
lation lemma ([13]) implies that ht is Holder continuous with respect to t with Holder
exponent (3 for some /? G (0,1). □
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3. The limit solution as p —> oo. In this section we shall show that the solution
of (1.1)—(1.3) has a limit as p —> oo, which solves a variational inequality if the initial
current density is less than the Bean critical value.

Assume that the initial field Ho satisfies ||V x Ho||l°o(/j3) £ 1- H(3.1)

Lemma 3.1. Under the assumptions H(2.1) and H(3.1), the energy estimates (2.2)-(2.3)
hold, where the constants C\ and Co are independent of p.

The proof is the same as for Lemma 2.1 except that the assumption H(3.1) will ensure
that C\ and C*2 are independent of p.

We shall denote by the solution of the system (1.1)—(1.3). Prom Lemma 3.1,
we know that every subsequence H(p ' with p' —> +oo has a subsequence H(p"' that
converges to a limit, denoted by H'30), weakly in *-Loc(S7 x (0,T]) for any bounded
domain Q C R3. Moreover,

V x H(p,,) -^Vx H(oo),

H|p,,) -> h|oo)

weakly in L2(fl x (0,T)). Furthermore, since V ■ H(p) = 0, H(p) e L2(0,T; Bd), and
Hjp' € L2(Qt), it follows that

H(p") _> H(oc) a.e. in Qr.

Lemma 3.2. The limit H'00^ satisfies the following estimate:

ess sup |V x H^'l < 1.
Qt

Proof. From the proof of Lemma 2.1, we see that

[ f |VxH|ppdxdt<Cp,
Jo J R3

where C is a constant that is independent of p.
Similar to [8], for every small <5 > 0 we define

As = {(x,t) e Qt : |V x H<p>| >1 + 6}.
Then,

{l + S)\As\<Jf |VxH<p'| dxdt.
< liminf [[ |V x H^Pi'| dxdt

J J A,

< liminf (^Jj |V x H(Pi)|Pi dxdt^j |^|1_

< I4s|.
It follows that

1^1=0.
The desired result follows since 5 is arbitrary. □
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Before stating the main result in this section, we define another functional. Let

K = {V G L2(QT); V • V = 0}.

For every V G K, define 7P[V] as in Sec. 2 for a.e. t G (0,T]. Similarly, we define

/oo(V] = J0' if V € K, |V x V| < 1,
l+oo, otherwise.

Theorem 3.3. Under the assumptions H(2.1) and H(3.1) the limit function H^°°^ is
unique and satisfies the following variational problem:

F-Ht G a/oc[H], for a.e. t > 0, (3.1)

H(x, 0) = H0(x), i£fl3, (3.2)

that is, for a.e. t G [0,T],

70C[V]- 700[H<°°>]

>[ (F-H^oo))-(V-H^)dx a.e. t > 0,< \ / x (3-3)(oo)\ /■» -r-w(rx^\\ . . - - V '

' R3

for all V G K with Vt € L2(QT).

Proof. Since the limit is unique we may assume that the whole sequence converges
to H^00). For simplicity, we denote by H the limit solution. Note that the system (1.1)
is equivalent to the following variational form:

F-H,€07P[H]. (3.4)

By the definition of /oo[V], we only need to verify the inequality for all V G L2(Q; R2)
with |V x V| < 1 a.e. t G [0,T]. On the other hand, Lemma 3.2 implies that 7oo[H] = 0
for a.e. t G [0, T], Thus, the inequality (3.3) is equivalent to

L(F — H() ■ (V — H)dx < 0.
R3

Since H(p) solves the variational problem (2.4)-(2.5), we see that

7P[V] > 7p[H(p>] + f (F - H|p)) ■ (V - HW)da
JR2

> [ (F-H((p))-(V-H(p))cto-
Jr3

(3.5)
' R3

By assumptions on V, we have

lim 7P[V] = 0.
p—*oc

On the other hand, since H(p) —► H a.e. and H G L2(Qt), it follows that

[ (F-H[p))-(V-Hf (F - Hf) • (V - H)dx.
JR3 J R3

After taking the limit in the inequality (3.5), we obtain the desired inequality (3.3). To
verify the initial condition, we note that

[ |H(M) " H0{x)\2dx < CVt-+ 0
Jr3
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as t -> 0, since ||Ht ||L2(qt) < C.
Now we prove the uniqueness. Suppose there are two solutions H and H* to the limit

problem. Then by Lemma 3.2 we know that

|V x H| < 1, |V x H*| < 1.

We choose H and H* as test functions in (3.3), respectively, to obtain

L(F - Ht) • (V - H)dx < 0,
R3

L(F — Ht*) • (V - H*)dx < 0.
r3

Consequently, one obtains

(H* - H)t • (H - H*)dx < 0 a.e. t > 0.LR3

It follows that

|||H-H*|U2(Qt)<0,
which implies the uniqueness. □

Remark 3.1. The solution obtained in [14] is essentially the same as the limit solution
in Theorem 3.3 if the space dimension is equal to 2.

Now we investigate further regularity of the limit solution when H is a plane wave.

Theorem 3.4. If the space dimension is equal to 2, then the limit solution H (°o) is

globally bounded and Holder continuous in Qt-

Proof. When H'p) = {hi, /12,0}, we can study the regularity for u[°°K Recall that for
each t e [0, T],

AU-p^ = x e R2, (3.6)

U\p\x,t) = 0, |x| —> oo. (3.7)

Since ||u^p)||Loo(Qr) < 1, the elliptic theory implies that for any q > 1,

||C/fP)||w2,9(BK(0)) < C,

where C depends only on R and q, but not on p. It follows by Sobolev's embedding
and a compactness argument that for any a G (0,1), (x,i) e C1+i3,0(Qt) for any
/? € (0,1) and each t G [0,T]. It follows from the definition that H'°°) 6 Ca'°(QT)-

Next we derive the regularity of U-°°\x,t) with respect to t. Recall that U-p^ satisfies
Eq. (3.6). Note that

W^it || L1 (Qt) ^
where C is independent of p. It follows that for any q 6 (1,2),

\\U^\\w1,Hqt)<C,
where C is independent of p. Since € C1+/3,0(Qt), it follows by the interpolation
result ([13]) that the limit function U-°°and are Holder continuous with respect
to t. □
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4. The mesa problem with an inhomogeneous term. As we have seen in Sec.
2, the limit problem for the system (1.1)—(1.3) becomes the mesa problem for the current-
density if the space dimension is equal to 2. Throughout this section we shall study the
mesa problem with an inhomogeneous term. By employing similar techniques to [5], we
derive the profile of the limit solution to the mesa problem. The result will be used to
understand the initial collapsing and afterwards evolution process for the current density
of the limit solution H(3c) in the case of two space dimensions (see Sec. 5 below).

Consider the mesa problem with an inhomogeneous term:

ut — Aum — g(x, t), (x, t) £ Rn x (0, oo), (4.1)

u(x, 0) = f(x), xeRn. (4.2)

Assume that f(x) € Ll(Rn) <1LX(RU) and H(4.1)

g(x,t) € L\Rn x (0,oo))n L°°(Rn x (0,oo)).

Moreover, f(x) > 0 and g(x, t) > 0 on Qr = R" x (0, T],

Lemma 4.1. Let

M = II/||l°°(k») + T\\g\\L*°{QT)-
Then

ll«(m)||L~(QT) <M.

Moreover, if M < 1, then utm} has a unique limit vS°°\x,t) as m —> oo and

u(oo)(x, t) = f(x) + [ g(x, t)dr, (x,t) e Qt-
J o

Proof. As a first, step, we may assume that f(x) and g{x,t) have compact support.
Then vSm\x,t) has compact support for each t £ [0, T] and any m > 1. Let R be
sufficiently large such that u^m\x,t) = 0 on 8Br{0) x [0,T]. We may also assume that

is smooth. Define the operator L as follows:

L[u] = rnum~lAu + m(m — l)um"2|Vu|2 - u.

Let

V{X, t) = ||/|U~(fin) + t\\g\\Loo(QT).

Then

L[u[m) - v\ = g(x,t) + ||s||L~(0r) > 0.

On the parabolic boundary of Br(0) x [0, T],

u(m) - v < 0.

By the comparison principle, we can see that

u^m\x,t) < v(x,t) < M.

The lower bound of u^ can be derived similarly. In general, we use the standard
approximation (see p. 715 of [5], for example) to derive the desired estimate.
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To prove the second conclusion, we note that

[ u^m\x,t)dx— f f(x)dx= f f g(x,T)drdx
Jr" Jr" Jr" Jo

It follows that

l|w(m)llL1(i?") < II/IIlh/?") + MlHQt)-
For any fixed smooth function 4>{x), we have

I A(u(m))m0(x)dx = [ {u(m))mA4>(x)dx
J Rn J Rn

< —> 0 as m —> oo.

It follows that

[ u^°°\x,t)(j){x)dx = f f{x)(j>{x)dx + f f g(x,T)dr cf>(x)dx.
JRn Jr" Jr™ iJo J

Thus,

u(oo)(x,i) = f(x) + [ g{x,r)dr
Jo

for a.e. x € Rn, t > 0. □
From Lemma 4.1, we know that is uniformly bounded. Then for any fixed t > 0

every sequence u^m \x,t) with m! —> oo has a subsequence u^m ' with m" —> oo such
that

u{m (x, t) weakly in *-L°°(fi).

In general u^°°'(x,t) may not be unique. However, we show that there is a unique limit
for as t —> 0+.

Lemma 4.2. Under the assumption H(4.1), the following estimate holds:

1
t(m- l) llMHL1(fln) + \\j\\li(r»)

Proof. Let u(x,t) — A™-1 u(x, Xt). Then it is easy to see that u solves the following
problem:

ut — Aum = A 1 g{x, t), (x, t) € Rn x (0, oo),

ii(x, 0) = A*™-1 /(x), x £ i?'1.

By instability for the porous medium equation ([4]) we know that

II" - "IIL1(R") < C[|A^=T - 1| llfllln(fln) + |A^^ ' I ||/|Ul(ft")]>
where C depends only on n, but not on m. By taking the limit as A —> 1+, we obtain

1
m — 1

<

u + tut
' L1(Rn)

m „ „ C
+ zz—rll/lli1^"m — 1 m — 1

which yields the desired estimate. □
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Lemma 4.3. The limit solution satisfies

0 < u(oo) <1 in Qt-

Proof. For any 5 > 0, we multiply Eq. (4.1) by u = [u — (1 + <5)]+ to obtain that

f \u\2dx + f f mum 1\Vu\2dxdt
Jr" Jo Jr"

< ( \u(x, 0)\2dx + f f \g\2dxdt<C,
J R» J 0 JR"

where C is independent of to.
It follows that

r I iv«i
Jo J Rn

n Cdx dt < —.

Fatou's lemma implies that

[{(*,«) :u(oo) > 1+<5}| =0,

which yields the desired result since 5 is arbitrary. □
From Lemma 4.3, we see that there must exist an initial collapsing that occurs in-

stantly if || /|| £oo//jn) > 1. The external force should play no role in this collapsing process.
The basic strategy is to separate the initial collapsing and the evolution processes.

Let L = ||/||l°°(.r») > 1- H(4.2)

Theorem 4.4. Under the assumptions H(4.1)-H(4.2), u^m\x,t) has a unique limit as
m —> oo and t —> 0+. Moreover,

u(oc)(x,0+) =v{oo)(x), xeRn,

where v'°°^(x) is the limit function of the solution v<jn> to (4.1)-(4.2) with g(x,t) = 0.

Proof. Let v^ be the solution of (4.1)-(4.2) with g(x,t) = 0. Let be any
bounded function with compact support. Let () and (m" ,tm«) be any two se-
quence pairs that converge to (oo,0+), respectively, as m —> oo. For any bounded
function 0,

[ 4>[u^m )(x,tm') - f(m \x,tm")] dx
J Rn

< ll<AI|L~(fl«) [ [ Iu[m)\dT+ f Iv[m ]\dr
J Rn Uo Jo

ira ax{tm«,tm;,} n C C!
/ / \g\dx dr H 7—T +

Jo Jr"

IR

< C\\(j)\\L°°{Rn

- 0,

dx

ml — 1 to"

as to', to" —> oo. Let the limit function be denoted by (x, 0+).
From [5], we know that converges to a unique limit v^°°'(x) as to —> oo.

Particularly, we see that

v(m"){x,tmn) -> v(oo)(a:,0+) = v(oo)(x)
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It follows that

f (fiu^ (x, 0+)dx = [ (t>v^°°\x,0+)dx.
Jr" Jr»

Since <p(x) is arbitrary, we see that

u(oo)(x,0+) =i;(oo)(a;,0+) =w(oo)(x), a.e. x E Rn.

ID
Remark 4.1. Physically, Lemma 4.3 means that the collapsing process happens in-

stantly before the force term g(x,t) affects the evolution process.
To see the profile of the limit solution for t > 0, we may start with u^°°^ (x, 0+) as an

initial value. Therefore, without loss of generality, from now on we assume that

L = II/||l°°(.R") < i-
Lemma 4.5. Assume that ||/||z,=°(h™) < 1- Then

m — 1
is uniformly bounded.

Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Vm is smooth and that supp Vm
C Bft(0) for all t £ [0,T]. A direct calculation shows that Vm satisfies

Vrn,t = (m-l)VrnAVrn + \VVrn\2 + V£g(x,t), x e BR, t G (0,T],

Vm(x, t) = 0, (x, t) e dBR(0) x [0, T],
777

Vm(x,0) = -f(x)rn"1, xeRn,
771—1

where 0 = <1. If Vm attains a positive maximum M > 1, then the coefficient
of Vm,g/V^~P, has an upper bound that is independent of to. The strong maximum
principle implies that Vm cannot take a positive maximum that is greater than 1 in
Br{0) x (0,T]. It follows that

Vm < max < 1, max Vm(x, 0) > < ——— < 2.
[ Bfl(o) ') to — 1 ~

□

Lemma 4.6. u^ has a uniform compact support.

Proof. By Lemma 4.5, Vm is uniformly bounded. Now consider the special Barenblatt
solution

U = t n("»-l)+2

where (s)+ = max{s,0} and

£o

: 7TI 1 . | n   2 
En i f n( m — 1) +2

2[n(m - 1) + 2]11

M ((2(n(m — 1) + 2
m — 1

(/ ^ ~ y2^m~lyU l<iy)

1
m — 1

m — 1-11 i(m —1) + 2
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Assume that supp/,suppg C Br(0) for some large R and for every t £ [0,T],
By choosing M sufficiently large and using the comparison principle in the domain
(Rn\Bn(0)) x (0,T], we obtain the desired result. □

Assume that f(x) £ C1(i?n) is radially symmetric with compact support H(4.3)
and fr < 0 in /?"\{0} D supp/. Assume that g(x,t) £ C2,1(i?" x [O,!1]) is
radially symmetric in x and qr < 0 in Rn\{0} n supp q for each t £ [0. T1.
Moreover, A f m + g(x, 0) > 0.

Lemma 4.7. Under the assumptions H(4.1)-H(4.3), uf'™' < 0 and u> 0.

Proof. This can be derived by a simple application of the maximum principle. □

Theorem 4.8. Under the assumptions H(4.1) and H(4.3), the limit solution uis
uniquely determined and

u(oc)(x t) = J1' in {(x'^ : w(x>t) > 0}'
in {(x,t) : w(x,t) = 0},

where w(x, t) is the unique solution of the variational inequality

—A w>f(x)+ f g(x, t )dr — 1, (4.3)
Jo

w(x, t) > 0, (4.4)

w(x, t)

for a.e. (x,t) £ Rn x (0,T].

Aw + f(x)+ f g(x,T)dT— 1
J o

= 0 (4.5)

Proof. Since the proof closely follows the argument of [5] (Theorems 5.2-5.3), we only
give a brief outline here. First of all we recall that ||/||L=°(fl") ^ 1- Since fr < 0, we may
further assume that f{x) = 1 on a small ball, say, Bg(0) for some small S > 0. Since
g(x,t) > 0, by the comparison principle (see [5], Theorem 3.2) we see that u^x\x,t) = 1
for a.e. x £ Bs and t £ [0, T],

Step 1. For each t £ [0,T], define

Nt = {x: f(x) + [ g{x,r)dr = 1}.
Jo

By the comparison principle, it is clear that Ntl C Nt2 if <ti- We claim that

u^(x,t) = 1 for a.e. all x £ Nt.

Indeed, we replace / and g by fE = min{l —e, /} and ge, respectively, for small s > 0. Let
iii"'' and be the solutions of (4.1)-(4.2) corresponding to fe and ge, respectively.
Then Lemma 4.1 yields

ii°°\x,t) = fe(x) + [ ge(x, r)dr
Jo

for a.e. all x G Rn. On the other hand, the comparison principle implies

u(m\x,t) > uim\x,t).
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It follows that

,(°°)IT \x,t) > fe(x) + f (g- e)dr.
Jo

It follows by the definition of Nt that

u^°°\x,t) = 1, as £ —► 0.

for a.e. x £ Nt-
Step 2. Let

St = {x : u(°°\x,t) < 1},
S* = {x £ St : St has Lebesgue density 1 at x}.

Assume that for any Xq £ 5t* and to £ (0,T], u^°°^(xo,to) < 9o < 1. Then for any
9 £ (#0; 1),<5 > 0, there exists an mo such that

inf \x, t) < 9,
xeQs(x0,t0)

if to' > to.q.
The proof is almost the same as the proof of Theorem 3.3 in [5]. We skip it here.
Step 3. If xq € S* with u(°°)(xo,£o) < 9q < 1, then

u(oo)(a:,t)=/(x) + [ g(x,r)d,T
Jo

in the (Rn\Bro(0)) x [0,To], where r0 = |xo|.
This step can be proved by using Step 3 and Lemma 4.7. Indeed, by Step 2 we know

that for any 9 £ (0q, 1) and any S > 0 there exists mq such that

inf u^m Ux, to) < 9
Bs(x0)

if to' > Too- Suppose that the minimum of u^m ' is attained at a point (x*,t0) in B$(xo).
Since ui"1'1 < 0 and u"11 > 0, x* must occur on the boundary of -^-(xo) and, if to' > mo,
then

u(m'\x,t) < 9

for all (x,t) £ (i?n\Bro+<j(0)) x [0,io], where r0 = |xo|- It follows by Lemma 4.1 and
Lemma 4.7 that

u(°°HxJ) = f(x) + f Q(X, T )dT\x,t) = fix) + [ gix,r)dT
Jo

for all (x,t) £ iRn\Bro+s(0)) x [0,to}- Finally, since 5 is arbitrary, we conclude the
desired result.

Step 4.
rt

u{oc)(x,t) =t)=XNt + [f{x)+ g(x,T)dT]xR»\Nt.
Jo

Indeed, by Step 1 to Step 3, there exists a function 0 < f{x,t) < 1 such that

u(oc) (x, t) = XNt + /(x, t)XR«\Nt ■
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If at a point (Xq, to),
pto

f(xo) + / g{x,T)dT < 1,

then by Lemma 4.1 and Lemma 4.7

u{oc)(x,t) = f(x) + f g(x, t)dr
J o

for all x £ Rn\Bro(0). It follows that

f(x, t) = f(x) + f g(x, t)dr.
Jo

Step 5.

Nt = {x : w(x, t) > 0},

where w(x,t) is the solution of the variational inequality (4.3)-(4.5).
First of all, by Lemma 4.6 we know that t/°°) has compact support. Define

w(x0,t) = J f(x) + J g{x,r) - u(oc)(x,t)^j rxodx,

where rxo is the fundamental solution of the Laplacian with singularity at xq- Note that
w(xo,t) is well defined since u'°°' has compact support. It is clear that

—Aw =

in Nt (since u^°°\x,t) = 1 on Nt).
On the other hand,

f(x)+[ g{x,T)dr- 1
J 0

WK ]{x0,t)=f [u{m){x,t) - f{x) - ( g{x,T)dT]VXodx
J R" Jo

= 11 A(uim))mTX0 dx dr
Jo J Rn

= fiu^r (xo,T)dr.
Jo

Clearly, w^ (xo, t) > 0 for any x$ £ Rn and t G [0, T]. By Step 4, we see that if xq £ St,
then there exists a small ball Bs'{xo) C St- This implies

u{rn'\x0,T) < 6 < 1

for all r € [0,t], provided that to' is sufficiently large. Consequently, w^(xq,t) —> 0 as
m —> oo. Thus,

w(x,t) > 0, for a.e. x € Rn, t £ [0, T],

w(x0,t) = 0, if xq £ Nt,

i.e., w(x,t) is a solution of the variational inequality (4.3)-(4.5). □
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5. The profile of the current density for limit solution. Throughout this sec-
tion we assume that

H = {hx,h2,0}.

We shall use the results from the previous section to derive the profile of the current
density.

Assume that L = ||V x H0||L°o(fl2) > 1. H(5.1)

Assume that F and H0 satisfy the assumptions H(4.1)-H(4.2), where H(5.2)
uoi and gi are defined as in Sec. 2.

First of all, since

VH() = hQiXl + ho2x2 — 0;

we see by the definition that

uoi(x) = u02(x) = h02x2(x) - h0iXl(x).

Similarly, since VxF = 0 one can find that

9i(x,t) = g2(x,t), in QT.

Define the current densities Jv and J as follows:

Jp(x,t) = |V x H(p)|, J{x,t) = |V x H(oc)|.

Note that J is well defined since V x H(o°) is well defined.

Theorem 5.1. Under the assumptions H(5.1)-H(5.2), the current density J(x, 0+) = 1
if x € Nq and J(x, 0+) = |V x H0| if a; € So, where N0 = R2\Sq, and So is the
noncoincident set of a variational inequality

—Aw > g — 1, w > 0, (Aw + gi — 1 )w = 0.

Proof. From Lemma 4.3, we know that

0+)
On the other hand, we know that

u\p) = AU(p) = |V x H(p)|.
It follows that

Jp(x, t) —> J(x)

asp-» +oo. Thus, in the superconductor region, denoted by So, the current density

J(x,0+) = = |V x Ho|, xeR2.

In the normal conductor region, denoted by No, the current density

J(x, 0+) = v^^x) = 1.

Moreover, So is the noncoincident set of a variational inequality (see [5]):

—Aw > uoi — 1, w > 0, (Aw + uoi — l)w = 0.

□
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Next we assume that

l|V X Ho||x,oo(fl2) < 1.

Assume that H0 and F satisfy the assumptions H(4.3), where uoi and H(5.2)'
goi are defined the same as in Sec. 2.

Theorem 5.2. Under the conditions H(5.1)-H(5.2)' the current density J(x,t) = |V x
H(oo)| has the following structure:

1, if x G Nt, t > 0,
f(x) + fg g(x, t)(It, if x € St, t > 0.

J(x,t) =

where 7V( = R2\St and St is the noncoincident set of the variational inequality

w(x, t) > 0, —Aw > u0i + / gidr — 1,
J o

w(Aw + uoi + / gidr — 1) = 0.
J o

Proof. From Theorem 4.8, we see that

J(x, t) = u[x\x, t).

The rest of the proof follows the same procedure as that of Theorem 5.1. □
Next we show that the limit solution of (1.1) (1.3) satisfies a degenerate evolution

system.

Theorem 5.3. There exists a nonnegative, bounded, and measurable function a(x,t)
such that the limit solution H(3c) satisfies

- V x [0(1, t)V x H(oc)] = F, (x, t) £ Qt,

in the sense of distribution. Moreover,

suppa C Nt for a.e. every t £ [0, T].

Proof. The proof is similar to [9]. Define

Ap = |V x H|p~2VH.

Then, for any V G H(0,T; Bd) with supp V £ Br(0) for each t G (0, T], we have

f [ [-H(p) • Vt + A„ ■ VV] dx dt
J 0 JBn{0)

~fjJo Jb,

rT
F • V dx dt.

/0 JBn( 0)

By Lemma 4.6, we know that there exists a subsequence such that

Ap, ^ A, weakly-* in LX(R2 x (0,T)).
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It follows that

[ [ [-H^oo) • Vt + A • V x V] dx dt
J 0 Jbr( 0)

flJ 0 J Br(_

3r( 0)
rT

F ■ V dxdt.
l(0)

On the other hand, we take V = as a test vector to obtain

I IH(p)|Vt+ f1 f |H^|2dx + [ f \\7H{p)\pdxdt
2 Jbr(o) Jo Jbr(o)

= [ [ F (H M)dxdt-+ [ [ F (H ioc))dxdt.
Jo Jbr(o) Jo Jbr(o)

It follows that

rT r rT r
A • (V x H)dx dtf f |VxH<p)|pdxdt-^ [ [

J 0 Jbr{ 0) Jo Jbr( 0)

as p —■> oo.
By Fatou's lemma, we have

[ f |A| dx dt < liminf f f \APk\dxdt
Jo Jbr(0) Pk^oc JQ JBr(0)

J 1_

< li m If [ |V x U^\p"dxdt } [T|Br(0)|]5*
Pk-^oo yj0 jBr{0) j

= f f A - (V x H(oc>)(ixdt.
Jo J Sr(0)

It follows that

|A| = A-(VxH(oo>),

since |V x H^°°' | < 1. Consequently, there exists a nonnegative, bounded function a(x, t)
such that

A(x,t) = a(x,t)V x H(oc>.

Moreover, if V x H'30) exists and |V x H(°°)| < 1, then a(x,t) =0. □
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